
 ANSWERING THE CALL 

        Chief’s Message 
   All, 

   I had the opportunity to attend the Southeastern Fire Chiefs conference in 

Murfreesboro, Tennessee the week of  July 14th. It was a great time to network 

and train with over 200 other chiefs from across the southeast, who are      

dealing with many of the same issues and preparing departments for the future and handling 

issues today. Some of the classes offered during the conference were, ISO Update,             

Technology Deployment and Solutions for Disaster Response/Daily Operations, Core            

Elements of Leadership, Fireground Leadership and Operational Excellence, National       

Mutual Aid System, and Senior Fire Officer’s Guide to Today’s Building Fire and Step Up    

and Lead. The list of speakers Frank Viscuso, Gordon Graham, Mark Nugent, Doug Eggiman, 

Christopher Naum and Dr. Dale Henry. Folks, I would highly recommend any of these     

speakers, very good classes.  

Some of the training tidbits that I picked up on had to do with leadership and taking on the 

responsibility of being a leader, from the Gordon Graham class he spoke about Admiral     

Hyman Rickover’s (Seven Rules) which I would like to share with you:   

Rule 1. You must have a rising standard of quality over time, and well beyond what is            

required by any minimum standard. 
 

We have to get better and better at what we do. Our public deserves it. Our personnel deserve it. We must be 
constantly looking for a better way to do things. Status Quo – we have always done it this way – is no longer 

acceptable. 
 

On an organizational level, there are better ways to get and keep good people. There are better ways to build 
your policy manual. There are better ways to train your personnel. There are better ways to supervise. There 
are better ways to discipline errant employees. 

 
On an operational level, we must improve our performance in response times, quality and timeliness of  

written reports, training, candor in performance evaluations, equipment and vehicle maintenance, physical 
conditioning, and anything else that we can measure. 

 
Continuous improvement has got to be part of the way we do business. 
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Rule 2. People running complex systems should be highly capable. 

 

Successful public safety operations require people who know how to think. Fifty years ago, you did not need to 

be all that sharp to be in public safety. 

 

Things have changed. Technology, equipment, strategies and tactics involved in providing services to our   

constituents have all changed. This is an extremely complex job, and if you hire people who can’t think things 

through, you are in route to disaster. 

 

If you allow the hiring of idiots, they will not disappoint you – they will always be idiots. In view of the         

consequences that can occur when things do not go right in your complex, high-risk job – this may end being 

the cause of a future tragedy. 

 

Every nickel you spend in weeding out losers up front has the potential to save you a million dollars. And I  

can prove that statement if you want me to.  

Rule 3. Supervisors have to face bad news when it comes, and take problems to a level high 

enough to fix those problems. 

 

When you take an honest look at tragedies in any aspect of public safety, from the lawsuits to the injuries, 

deaths, embarrassments, internal investigations and even the rare criminal filing, so many of them get       

down to supervisors not behaving like supervisors. The primary mission of a supervisor is “systems                

implementation”. 

 

If you promote people who either can’t or won’t enforce policy, you are in route to tragedy. To be sure, the 

transition from line employee to supervisor is a difficult one, but the people you choose to be supervisors have 

to like their people so much, that they will enforce the policy to protect each of them from harm or loss. 

 

Not to beat this point to death, but you show me a tragedy in public safety operations –including some in the 

news today – and I will show you the fingerprints of a supervisor not behaving like a supervisor. 

 

And for those of you who have promoted, remember that every day families are entrusting you with the safety 

of their loved ones. This is a huge responsibility. 

 

Rule 4. You must have a healthy respect for the dangers and risks of your particular job. 

 

Many public safety jobs are high risk in nature, and the consequences for not doing things right can be         

dramatic. Remember the basic rules of Risk Management. RPM –Recognize, Prioritize, Mobilize. 

You must do a risk assessment on each job in every public safety department and identify the tasks that       

have the highest probability of causing you grief. Then you must prioritize these tasks in terms of potential  

frequency, severity and available time to think prior to acting. Finally, you must mobilize (act) to address the 

recognized risks appropriately and prevent consequences. 
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Rule 5. Training must be constant and rigorous. 

 

Every day must be a training day! We must focus the training on the tasks in every job description that have 

the highest probability of causing us grief. These are the High Risk, Low Frequency, Non-Discretionary time 

events. We must assure that all personnel are adequately trained to address the tasks that give them no time  

to think, and that they understand the value of thinking things through when time allows. 

 

Rule 6. All the functions of repair, quality control and technical support must fit together. 

 

Audits and inspections are an important part of your job as a leader in public safety. We cannot assume that 

all is going well. We must have control measures in place to assure things are being done right. This is not   

micro-management – It is called doing your job. 

 

If you do not have the audits (formal and informal) in place, you will not know about problems until they    

become consequences, and then you are in the domain of lawyers. That is too late for action, as all you can     

do then is address the consequences. 

 

And if you take the time to study the life of Admiral Rickover, you will quickly learn that he was widely         

despised in the Navy because of his insistence on using the audit process as a tool to hold people accountable. 

 

Rule 7. The organization and members thereof must have the ability and willingness to learn 

from mistakes of the past. 

 

Analysis of past data is the foundation for almost all of risk management. We (public safety operations) keep 

on making the same mistakes over and over again. 

Dr Dale Henry made mention of several items, “Serve before you can Lead” never say “I wish I Had”, and the 

number one statement left by Dr Henry “That’s not my Job” bottom line is that we are all in a business that    

is of serves and most all of us know how to serve.  

 

This was certainly one of the best conferences I have attended in sometime, the great thing 

about it is this  conference is coming to Atlanta in 2020, so, I would like to see us represent 

Barrow County Emergency Services strong in 2020 for the Southeastern Conference. 

 

Alan  Shuman, Chief 
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What started as a general conversation at a conference a little over 

a year ago, came to fruition on July 25th at 2:50pm when Med 9 

was officially placed into service.  

Many months of negotiations, contracts, planning, and preparing 

went into this project which is the first of it’s kind in the State of 

Georgia. This partnership between NGMC and BCES will result in   

a huge benefit for Barrow County and it’s citizens as we work     

together to continue improving Emergency Medical Services to the 

Community.   

Med 9 will be operating as a seamless component of the Barrow 

County EMS system. Operating under the same protocols, medical 

oversight and dispatching system.  

The difference? The color of the ambulance and the uniforms the 

staff will be wearing. Citizens and visitors to the community will  

receive the same excellent care regardless of whether they are 

treated by the red and black ambulance or the white and green  

ambulance.  

We are excited about what the future of this partnership holds for 

our community.  

Many thanks to the leadership of Barrow County Board 

of Commissioners and Northeast Georgia Medical Center 

for their support of this new venture.  

Also, thanks to staff at BCES and NGMC who put in 

many hours of work to coordinate this project. Special 

thanks goes to Deputy Chief Heath Williams and Scott 

Masters (NGMC) for spearheading this project.  



 

 

 All of us at Barrow County Emergency 

Services would like to wish Deputy Chief 

Williams a speedy recovery from his foot 

surgery.  
 

MISSION STATEMENT 

The mission of Barrow County Emergency Services (BCES) is to promote 

the safety and health of the Community through excellent pre-hospital   

medical care, fire suppression, emergency communications (E-911),    

emergency management, and fire prevention and education. 

Thoughts from the 

Deputy Chief 



August 12 -      LEPC Meeting 10:00am 

August 13 -      Area 1 EMAG meeting hosted by Barrow County 

August 14, 15, 16  -  Structural Fire Control Class, Barrow County 

August 19 -      CISM Team Workshop 

September 9 -     ABC Golf Tournament 

 

Lots of other events, trainings, activities are in the works, but nothing 

definite has been set. Stay tuned for updates…..  

Upcoming Events / Training 

Front will be 

white 

  

 

 Save the Date 

 

Fourth Annual ABC Charity Golf Tournment 

Monday, September 9, 2019  - Chimney’s Golf Course –Winder, GA  

Registration begins at 8:00 AM and Shotgun Start 9:30 AM 

 





Other Happenings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We want to thank Keller Williams Realtor Deana  

English and KW Cares for the donation of teddy bears 

for our ambulances. The teddy bears will be used to 

help calm some of our younger patients. We thank 

them for their support of Barrow County Emergency 

Services and the citizens we serve. KW Cares has  

been donating teddy bears to ambulance services in 

numerous counties in North East Georgia.  

Pictured left to right: Tammy Shekey, Lt. Mike     

Garner, FF Griffin McElvery, Kaitlin Thomas,      

Kortney English, Deana English, Lexi Martinez,    

Captain Marty Garner, Chief Alan Shuman 

Congratulations to Nicole Swenson     

on becoming our full-time records   

technician in the Administrative Office.  

Nicole has been working with us on 

completing Open Records request on a 

part-time basis. In addition to the open 

records, she will be assisting with our 

duties in the Administrative Offices.  

Welcome to full-time status Nicole.  

Barrow County Schools are back in session on 

August 1st 

Open Records Request for       
period  6/21/19 - 7/20/19:  86 

 

 

 

Barrow County School System welcomed 250 

new teachers for the 2019-2020 school year.  

As part of their orientation meeting, Captain 

Brett Skinner and BCES staff instructed the 

group on Stop the Bleed and Hand Only CPR. 

They now join the other educators and staff in 

our school system who have this life saving 

training 



 

My pulse was beating…I pushed myself against the side of the locker as hard as I could (as if the    

harder I pushed and squeezed, the smaller it was going to make me). I could hear the officers coming 

down the hall. I could also hear the gunshots. The only thought I could distinctly identify through all of 

the adrenaline was I WANT OUT OF HERE! 

On Tuesday, June 18th I got to participate in the multi-agency Active Shooter Training at the Center   

for Innovative Teaching. While I was under the impression that I would be there just to serve/act as a 

pesky reporter, I was thrown into the fire by EMA Director, Penny Clack. Penny wanted to me to be a 

non-injured victim during the first run-through. 

I was asked to sit in a room and do as the officers commanded. As I sat in a pitch-black room, I could 

hear the other victims screaming “HELP! I’ve been shot” and other victims cry out in pain. As if this 

wasn’t enough, we were clueless as to who or where the shooter was. 

…so we sat. In the dark. As screams came from all directions. I was instructed to get against the side 

of the lockers and hide by one of the organizers of the drill. I happily obliged but I also began to think 

“what if the officers think I am the shooter?” BOOM! I could here the doors open and physically feel 

the intensity of the moment. The officers worked there way through the building, firing their weapons 

when needed, clearing one room to the next. I could tell the officers were getting close. “TURN 

AROUND AND PUT YOUR HANDS IN THE AIR” the officers commanded in the next room over.         

Naturally, I put my hands in the air in anticipation. The officers came, told me the same thing and      

firmly escorted me into a safe room with other victims but not before the most intense pat-down I   

have ever received. 

In the safe room, more officers began accessing the situation and began identifying injured and       

non-injured victims. From there the officers asked non-injured victims to help assist in moving the   

injured victims out of the building. Getting outside was such a relief…like finally getting to the surface 

for a vital breath of air while swimming.  

As we sat outside on the curb and waited for the injured victims to be escorted via ambulance to the 

hospital, I began to really reflect on what felt like an eternity but was only actually 15 minutes. 

While I am sure our officers probably made some mistakes in their execution, maneuvering etc., as a 

victim, the overwhelming thoughts that I had where that the officers were in complete control. They 

were competent, firm, and never looked out of their element. They were prepared for this moment (In 

addition, multiple times I found myself telling myself “I am glad these guys are on my side”). 

While we all hope and pray that we never actually experience an active shooter situation, through my 

experience playing a small role of non-injured victim, I am confident that our local first responders will 

demonstrate competence, strength, and command of the situation much like they did on June 18th. 

Ben McDaniel, non-injured victim  







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CERT members helped out at the monthly food distribution on Thursday, July 25 at Holly Hill. There 

were ten volunteers from the Amvets and CERT to assist with packing and distributing the groceries. 

The Food distribution is a program of the Barrow County Benevolence Ministries. Various churches and 
civic organizations help with the distribution and the cost of the food each month. Amvets Post 12, 
Winder, sponsored July’s food distribution.   

 

Left to right : John Sliman-CERT, Tina Watkins-
CERT, Dakota Watkins- back, Morgan Watkins, 
Grant Ray, Cindy Sfeir, Amelia Watkins- front, 
Kay Ray, Courtney King, other not pictured Bill 
Todd. 

 

 

 

CERT also started the 22nd training class on July 9th for eight weeks till August 27th. After completion 
of the course the 16 students can elect to join the CERT team.  

 



 

 Celebrating  

August 

Birthdays  

8-1  Savannah Moore 

8-2  Bill Williams 

8-3  Michael Mackendree 

8-5  Steven Parkerson 

8-5  Allen Williams 

8-6  Shelly Hale 

8-7  Josh Meek 

8-10  Brett Skinner 

8-12  Brian Caudle 

8-13  Sean Crowe 

8-18  Alexandrea McClain 

8-22  Bob Stewart 

8-25  Caleb Willis 

8-28  Mitch Rogers 

8-29  Andrew Stoops 

 

Celebrating 

Work Anniversaries  

In August 

8-14    Patrick Harbin    2 years 

8-16   Cathy Loggins   6 years 


